PHYSICAL DISTANCING
Please remember to stay at least six feet apart, regularly wash your hands, and wear a mask.

LEGEND
- Assigned Entry Gate
- Medical Bag Entry
- Guest Services
- Shuttle
- Heisman Statue
- Elevator
- First Aid
- Tiger Babies
- Team Shop

SEATING & GATE DESIGNATION
- Auburn Player Guests / Gates 12A-12B (Sections 6-9)
  Entry Time: 1.5 – 1 hour
  Exit Time: conclusion of game (rows 28 and above), 15 min. post-game (rows 1-27)
- Tigers Unlimited Gates 12C-12D, 13A-13C (Sections 10-16, 60-62)
  Entry Time: 1.5 – 1 hour
  Exit Time: conclusion of game (rows 28 and above), 15 min. post-game (rows 1-27)
- Gates 6-8 (Sections 17-21 upper, 24 upper, 25-28)
  Entry Time: 2 – 1.5 hours
  Exit Time: conclusion of game (rows 28 and above), 15 min. post-game (rows 1-27)
- Auburn Band and Spirit Squads / Gates 6-8 (Sections 21 lower, 22-24 lower)
  Entry Time: 2 – 1.5 hours
  Exit Time: conclusion of game (rows 28 and above), 15 min. post-game (rows 1-27)
- Gates 1-4 (Sections 29-40)
  Entry Time: 1.5 – 1 hour
  Exit Time: conclusion of game (rows 28 and above), 15 min. post-game (rows 1-27)
- Gates 15A-15B, 16A-16C (Sections 1-5, 41-46)
  Entry Time: 2 – 1.5 hours
  Exit Time: conclusion of game (rows 28 and above), 15 min. post-game (rows 1-27)
- Gates 17A-17C, 18 (Sections 47-59)
  Entry Time: 2 – 1.5 hours
  Exit Time: conclusion of game
- Gate 8U (Sections 99-114)
  Entry Time: 2 – 1.5 hours
  Exit Time: conclusion of game
- Gate 14 (Beckwith Club, Broadway Club, North and South Clubs)
  Entry Time: 2 - 2 hours
  Exit Time: 30 min. - 2 hours post-game
  East Elevator Lobby (Suites) and Tiger Walk Club
  Entry Time: 3 - 2.5 hours
  Exit Time: 30 min. - 2 hours post-game
- Arkansas Player Guests (Sections 34 lower, 35 lower, 37, 38 lower)
  Entry Time: 1.5 – 1 hour
  Exit Time: conclusion of game (rows 28 and above), 15 min. post-game (rows 1-27)

PLEASE NOTE
- Please enter your assigned gate and stay within your designated area of the stadium. Restrooms and food service are consistent throughout each area.
- Auburn University is a smoke-free campus. Thank you for not smoking.
- Map information is subject to change. Visit AuburnTigers.com for updates to this map and other gameday information.